
Dundas Jafine
Note
New Shatterproof Universal Air DeflectorDundas Jafine’s New & Improved Shatterproof Universal Air Deflector helps keep air flow away from plants, furniture and drapery, and features an innovative “Under Register Installation Tab” design. No need for magnets or other fasteners!This air deflector is compatible with steel, brass, plastic, wood registers, etc., and is suitable for floor, wall or ceiling installation. It is made from a high quality, durable plastic that is guaranteed not to break or crack and extends from 7” to 14” to accommodate various register sizes.

Dundas Jafine
Note
Plastic Duct To Duct IncreaserDundas Jafine’s Plastic Duct To Duct Increaser connects two ducts together, allowing you to increase your 3” duct to a 4” duct size.  This product is ideal for bathroom fan exhaust applications.

Dundas Jafine
Note
ProShield™ Exhaust HoodDundas Jafine’s ProShield™ Exhaust Hood features a round design that is unique to the market. The innovative spring loaded damper system offers complete noise control with no flapping louvers or dampers in harsh weather conditions. Pests will also no longer be an issue as the damper system prohibits pests or rodents from entering the vent.  The center shield of the cap can also be removed for easy cleaning of lint and debris in the duct. When the appliance is turned on, the air forces the damper open allowing the air to exhaust.  When the appliance is turned off, the damper is pulled to a secure, closed position. Additional features include a molded caulk edge that helps to maintain a clean caulking application during installation and a snap on pipe to cap assembly that eliminates the need for lint trapping staples.ProShield™ Exhaust Hoods are compatible with Dundas Jafine J-Channels and are ideal for bathroom fan venting, dryer venting and kitchen range hood venting.

Dundas Jafine
Note
Aluminum ElbowsDundas Jafine’s Aluminum Elbows can be used to vent most types of heating units.  This product features an all aluminum, 4 piece construction and is fully adjustable to 90°. Includes one crimped end and one solid end to ease assembly.The E432 Heavy Duty Aluminum Elbow is made of 0.016” gauge aluminum which is thicker than our traditional elbow.  This heavy duty elbow offers more rigidity to the application and better handling to the contractor.

Dundas Jafine
Note
Soffit Exhaust VentThe Dundas Jafine soffit exhaust vent is ideal for exhausting bathroom and kitchen fans through the soffit of your home.  This product can be mounted under the soffit panel and connects to 4”, 5” or 6” ducts. Features include a frost free damper system that keeps cold air out and helps conserve energy. The stylish flush mount design can be painted to match the exterior of the home and the leak proof collar to duct connection helps prevent moist air backdraft.This product has an outer grill and flap preventing pests from entering your home through the duct. It is designed to work on a minimum of 50 CFM fan, installed on a 25′ duct run.

Dundas Jafine
Note
Draft BlockerDundas Jafine’s Draft Blocker helps to prevent cold air from entering the home through the dryer duct.  This product is molded from high impact plastic and fits all 4” ducts.

Dundas Jafine
Note
EzAccess™ Exhaust HoodThe EzAccess™ exhaust hood features a hinged louvered damper system that not only prevents cold air, snow or rain from entering the home but also enables the cap to open safely and easily. The cap locks in the open position for easy inspection and removal of lint and debris. Additional features include a recessed caulk line to assist in a clean caulking application and a snap on pipe to cap assembly that eliminates the need for lint trapping staples.All Ez Access™ products have a UV resistant coating to prevent the cap from discoloring and are paintable to match the exterior of your home. These hoods can be used in conjunction with brick, concrete or siding.Ez Access™ exhaust hoods are also compatible with Dundas Jafine J-Channels and are ideal for bathroom fan venting, dryer venting and kitchen range hood venting.

Dundas Jafine
Note
ProClean Dryer Duct Lint TrapThe Dundas Jafine ProClean Dryer Duct Lint Trap acts as a secondary lint trap for your electric clothes dryer and is not intended for use with gas clothes dryers. It installs easily onto your dryer transition duct and collects additional lint that is not captured by the standard dryer lint trap.This product helps to eliminate excess lint within the duct, reducing the risk of dryer fire occurring and allowing the air to pass more easily through the duct, saving energy as the dryer runs more efficiently and in turn helping to reduce your home energy costs.The clear door gives an unobstructed view of the lint screen which should be removed and clean after each load of laundry.




